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Honesty

WHAT WOULD YOU DO?

� Circle one answer for each question.

1. Your 10-year-old daughter gets upset when you drink. She asks, “Did you drink today?” (and you did).

Would you: (a) Tell the truth? (b) Lie?

2. Your therapist says something that makes you mad.

Would you: (a) Tell the truth? (b) Say nothing?

3. Using a substance will get you evicted from your halfway house. You use cocaine one night. At the daily

check-in the next day:

Would you: (a) Tell the truth? (b) Lie?

How many “a” answers? How many “b” answers?

ABOUT HONESTY

Why is honesty important?

� It promotes recovery.

� It helps you respect yourself.

� It improves your relationships.

� Other reasons:

What is the cost of dishonesty?

It keeps you hidden and alone—people don’t know what’s really going on with you.

It makes you feel ashamed—it’s hard to respect yourself when you’re lying.

It can hurt other people—they may feel betrayed when they find out.

Other costs:

In both PTSD and substance abuse, honesty may be very difficult. Dishonesty is usually an attempt to pro-

tect oneself.

People with substance abuse may lie to feel better about themselves.

Dishonesty with others: Minimizing your drug use; cheating on urine testing.

Dishonesty with yourself: Denying that you have a problem with substances; telling yourself, “I can have just

one drink.”

People with PTSD may lie to avoid pain.

Dishonesty with others: Pretending to feel okay when you don’t; keeping family secrets about abuse.

Dishonesty with yourself: Not facing what happened because it feels too painful; staying in an abusive rela-

tionship rather than leaving.

The foundation for all honesty is being true to yourself. Honesty with others first requires honesty with

self: “owning” your own needs, recognizing your feelings.
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There are two ways to be dishonest:

Active lying: You say something that isn’t true. For example, you say you didn’t use drugs when you did.

Passive lying: You don’t say something that is true. For example, you are angry at a friend, but you don’t

tell the person.

There are times when it’s okay not to be honest:

* When being honest is not safe (e.g., your partner will beat you).

* When you have tried before and found the person could not “hear” you (e.g., telling your mother about

your trauma).

* When full honesty is not necessary (e.g., early in a dating relationship, you may not want to reveal your

past trauma and substance abuse).

Honesty and relationships. Honesty in a relationship is like water and sun to a plant—essential for its survival.

When people don’t express what they really think and feel, eventually the relationship will die out. Also, if you avoid

honesty, you may end up exploding with anger or acting out your feelings through actions (e.g., you are mad at your

friend, so you show up late).

HOW TO BE MORE HONEST

� Recognize that honesty with yourself and others is essential for recovery.

� Say your views calmly and kindly. No put-downs, sarcasm, or yelling.

�Use “I” statements: “I feel,” “I think,” “I want.”

� Be specific: “I’d like you to stop making racist comments,” or “I’d like you to stop offering me drugs.”

� Emphasize positives that might help the person hear you better. For example, you might want to say

that you believe that being honest will help the relationship.

� If you get a bad reaction, do whatever you need to do to protect yourself. Stand your ground, leave

the situation, or decide that the other person can’t hear you right now. But don’t blame yourself. You tried some-

thing important and deserve to give yourself credit for that.

�A key point: Honesty is worthwhile even if others do not respond well. Honesty is a liberating emo-

tional experience that is independent of how others react. Although it is nice if others accept your honesty, just by

being honest you are being true to yourself, trying to help them know you in a genuine way, and “owning” your part

of the relationship. These are values that go beyond what one gets in return. The twelve steps of AA, and all of the

world’s religions and ethical systems, value honesty for its own sake; there is a lot of wisdom to that.

� List on the back of this page any current situations where you want to be more honest. Examples might in-

clude telling your therapist how you really feel; telling yourself that it’s not safe for you to use drugs; telling someone

that you feel angry.
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Honesty

Ideas for a Commitment

Commit to one action that will move your life forward!

It can be anything you feel will help you, or you can try one of the ideas below.

Keeping your commitment is a way of respecting, honoring, and caring for yourself.

� Option 1: Try it and see! Identify a situation where you want to be more honest. Compare what you expect

(before) with what actually happened (after).

� Option 2: Make a list of the things you’ve never told anyone, but want to be able to talk about. (Warning:

This may be difficult. Do not do it if it is too upsetting for you.)

� Option 3: Write an essay exploring “Honesty with Self; Honesty with Others” (or some other issue related to

honesty).

� Option 4: Fill out the Safe Coping Sheet. (See below for an example applied to this topic.)

Old Way New Way

Situation My 10-year-old daughter asked
me if I was drinking
yesterday.

My 10-year-old daughter asked
me if I was drinking
yesterday.

� Your Coping � She gets so upset when she
finds out I’ve been
drinking. I can’t do that to
her—I can’t bear her feeling
disappointed in me again. I
feel like such a failure. I
told her I didn’t drink.

Even though it’s painful for
both of us, I need to tell
her the truth. Maybe her
responses will help me stay
away from alcohol next time.
Whatever I’ve done, lying to
her will only drag us down.
I need to explain to her
that the alcohol is a
serious problem for me and
that I will do everything I
can to work on it.

Consequence Felt trashy and low—I don’t
want to have to lie to my
daughter.

Felt bad about her being
upset, but know I did the
right thing. I feel like a
person with integrity.

How safe is your old way of coping? How safe is your new way of coping?

Rate from 0 (not at all safe) to 10 (totally safe)
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